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Mike Conroy 
• Born in Orlando, my father was born in Orlando 
• Started working for NASA in the late 1960's, Apollo 8 I believe 
- These pictures are from Apollo 14 in 1971 
- Had to finish school before they would give me a badge though 
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Let's Look at the Moon 
What do we do when we get there.... 
Compliments of Steve Wall, JPL 
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Lunar Surface Operations Simulator System Flight
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LSOS In Context: LSOS Tool Role 
Example Use Case: Evaluating region for landing or operations based on lighting 
conditions for a selected time frame and macro-level terrain features 
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Image: A mockup of a shadow analysis which can be done using the SEE. Points on the surface mesh can be selected for shadowing analysis. A 
graph shows periods of dark and light. The red vertical line in the graph corresponds to the current frame of the visualization.
LSOS In Context: LSOS Tool Role 
Example Use Case: Evaluating lighting conditions at a desired landing site 
at a selected time using fine terrain details (e.g. rocks and boulders) 
Images: Screenshots from the Shadow Rendering Benchmark Tool developed 
by the LaRC LSOS team.
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LSOS In Context: LSOS Tool Role 
Example Use Case: "Trafficability analysis". Determining the 
feasibility/resource requirements for a rover excursion over a 
selected terrain.
Images: Screenshots from the Digital Spaces rover simulator. 
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LSOS In Context: LSOS Tool Role 
Example Use Case: Sortie and super-sortie analysis including 
subsystems and environment (e.g. radiation)
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Image: A notional screenshot from the LSOS user interface: a rover excursion between two ground assets.
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2. Trench depth is reached 
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1. Digger prepares area 3. Assembly moved into place 
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LSOS In Context: LSOS Tool Role 
Example Use Case: Deployment and Operation of Equipment 
I 
4. Digger replaces regolith 	 5. Lower assembly is buried	 6. Panels deployed 
Images: Stills from a rendered animation in work by the LaRC SACD Multimedia Lab
"Earth is the crd1e of mankin . 
But one cannot live in the cradle 
f 
Kon 5tantin E. Tsiolkovsky
